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On Christmas morning, just outside their burrow, five rabbits met a snow angel.
Four rabbits hopped ahead to the skating pond, but Pocket, the littlest rabbit, stayed behind. He had a question to ask.
“Excuse me,” said Pocket. “Can you tell me the meaning of Christmas?” But the snow angel didn’t answer.
Pocket wrinkled his bunny nose. He twitched his bunny ears. He wiggled his bunny whiskers. The snow angel sparkled in the lemon light, but still she didn’t answer.
A trail of footprints led away from the snow angel’s skirt. It stretched as far as Pocket could see. “I wish I knew the meaning of Christmas,” thought Pocket. “Maybe if I follow the footprints, I’ll find it at the end.”
And off he hopped.
The footprints wound around the edge of the skating pond. Pocket paused to watch his brothers and sisters swooshing and spinning together on the ice.
In their bunny smiles Pocket could see the love of family. But the footprints didn’t stop at the pond, so Pocket hopped on.
Pocket followed the footprints to a holly bush where a little bird was trilling and chirping among the berries. As he listened to the merry music, Pocket could hear the joy of song.
But the footprints zig-zagged away from the bush, so Pocket hopped on.
The footprints led Pocket to a clearing in the forest where the air was thick with the scent of coming snow. As he sniffed the air, Pocket could smell the memory of winters past. But the footprints made a loop around the clearing and tiptoed out the other side.
Pocket still wished he could find the meaning of Christmas, so he hopped on.
Pocket followed the footprints to a fallen log. It was starting to snow. He caught the dancing flakes on his pink bunny tongue. They tasted fresh, like the promise of something new.

But the footprints didn’t stop at the log, so Pocket hopped on.
Up ahead, a pine tree grew tall and strong. Pocket sat under its branches to rest his tired bunny feet. The carpet of pine needles felt soft, like the comfort of home. He wished he could stay and rest awhile, but the footprints weren’t resting, so Pocket hopped on.
Pocket was cold. The wet snow coated his bunny nose and ears and clung to his bunny whiskers. Pocket was hungry. But he couldn’t eat the grass that was tucked beneath the snow for the winter. Pocket wondered how he was supposed to find the meaning of Christmas with a rumbling tummy and icy whiskers.
He plodded on, down a hill and across a stream, until he came to a small cottage with a dark red door. The footprints ended.
Pocket peered through the cottage window. He saw three children gathered around a tree with twinkling lights.
He heard their happy laughter and smelled the woodsy smoke of their log fire. He even tasted the faint flavor of cinnamon wafting out of the cracks around the window frame. The snow under Pocket’s feet didn’t feel so cold any more.
Then the dark red door opened, just a sliver, and a fat, orange carrot appeared. Pocket hopped over to the carrot with his mouth watering, but as he started to nibble, a baby wood mouse scurried out from under the sled.
The mouse looked cold.
The mouse looked hungry.
The mouse looked up at Pocket with round mouse eyes.
As he shared the carrot with the mouse, Pocket knew the gift of giving. At last his wish had come true. He had found the meaning of Christmas.
Pocket hopped home,

his heart full

of love,

joy,

memory,

promise,

and comfort.

The gifts of the Christmas season.
When Pocket reached the skating pond, his brothers and sisters were just coming off the ice. As soon as they saw him, they shook their bunny tails and thumped their bunny feet.
“Merry Christmas!” said Pocket, as he chased them back to the burrow.
And it was.
Pocket is a little rabbit who wishes—from his whiskers to his bunny feet—that he might discover the meaning of Christmas.

When Pocket hops out of his burrow on Christmas morning, he finds footprints left by children who have been playing in the snow. He follows them all the way to a cozy cottage, and it is there, on the doorstep, that Pocket’s Christmas wish comes true.

* A book to fill hearts with festive cheer *